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Patterns oj baric resmrch as indicators
of possible new enenuj weapon systernr.
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''IDENTXFYWG THE FUTURE " W A T
Eerbert C. Bothenberg

Although threats to the position or security of tbe United States
indude all conditions disruptive of world peace, such as political
instabili~,hunger, and disease, we shall be concerned here only
with threats of a predominantly military nature which derive imm
advances in the physical sciences and engineering, and we shan
analyze the problem of projecting such threats from the reseafch
h e to achieve the advances. Experience of the recent past with
complex modern weapon systems has shown that in general a period
Of 10 to 15 years is required to bring a new system h m the research
stage to utilization. This is then the outer limit in time of such
projection. At the near end, minor improvements which can be
effected in periods of 5 years or less can generally be predicted by
fairly straightforward extrapolation from current capabilities. The
critical period in our anticipation of new enemy weapon systems
therefore lies horn 5 to 15 years dead
In order to be useful our projections must meet other criteria besides that of the future time they span. The first and foremost
requirement is credibility: our data base and rationale must be sound
and open to independent vdcation. Another important requirement is for sufficient detail and specificity to meet the operational
needs of the consumer. At the highest levels of policy, details on
bow the projected weapon system may operate are not so important
as its general characteristics and capabilities and a fairly precise time
scale. At a somewht lower level of management, more detail is
required in order to make decisions concerning the allocation of
intelligence resources to confirm the threat and development resources to counter it At the researcb and development level, finaIIy,
even greater detail is required to enable our scientists and engineers
to devise s@c
countermeasures.
Perhaps the most difficult constraint is the need to work with the
kinds of information that are obtainable. The availability of information during the development of a weapon system follows a
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"bathtub" c w e with time: during the early phases publication of
basic research in the open literature is quite common; then as the
applicability of this work to the weapon system becomes more
inundate, the publication rate drops until information is almost
nonexistent; finally, when the test and evaluation stage is reached,
information can again be obtained through observation and tecbnical coliection. By this latter stage, of cours& the time available for
taking effecrive counteraction is short. It is in the early research
phase, when open publication is still permitted and when there rue
still 10 to 15 years left in which to take counteraction, that an
accurate prediction of the resuIting system is both vitally important
and extremely difECult
Indactioe and Deductive M e t r t d s

An obvious approach to such prediction is by induction or synthesis: one examines current R&D activities, i d e n s e s advances they
are likely to lead to in basic science and technology, and then
attempts to build up from these advances successively higher levels
of development leading to new weapons. In this way one goes from
new phenomena or properties of materials to new devices, compe
nents, subsystems, and finally a complete new weapon system. This
is a logical and necessary method for the projection of future threats.
By itself, however, it is m extremely difficult one. While it may
be possible to guess at advances in the basic sciences that will be
made within a reasonable time ahead-zay
the next 5 yearsthe way these advances could be utilized in the construction of new
weapon systems is a matter of much greater dif€iculty. Each basic advance can proliferate into many difFerent applications, and to identdy
the most likely ones demands both knowledge of a vast number of
applied scientific and technological felds and a great imagination
and inventiveness. This is not to say that the approach should be
discarded; the weapon systems that may emerge from new scientific
advances are precisely the ones most likely t o surprise us.. It requires, however, that we learn how to handle problems having such
uncertainty in data and so many Merent possible directions of
development. Both the mathematical techniques and the intelligence
sources needed will have to have considerable more study than has
tbus far been applied to them.
The second possible method of attack is the deductive. It proceeds
from the postulation of possible or desirable objectives, in the eyes
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of the enemy, to the weapon systems, subsystems, mmponents, devices,
and basic R&D required to reach those objectives. This approach
has the advantage that once a potential system has been identiGed the
determination of its pyramid of rquired supporting activities is a
more easily soluble problem than the reverse. Problems of this nature have been attacked with some SUCCESS, notably for p ~ o s of
e ~
industrial planning. The pr~xdurerequires that at each desading
level of complexity decisions be made as to the appropi'ateness sf
each of the possible means of building up to that level. When $ere
are many different levels of complexity. as in B modern weapon system,
the number of decisions and appropriateness factors becomes exceedingly large. They are manageable, however, by modan mathematical
techniques, and in principle this procedure can be used to-iden+
and label all the scientific and technological activities that would
be required to carry out the whole development program.
Since the number of potential threats that could be postulated
is very large, it is desirable to assign priorities among them in order
to concentrate analysis on the most likely. Tbis can be done on
the basis of probable mission requirements as seen by the government
of the counhy in question, say the USSR. Most broadly, one must
determine Grst what the Soviet leaders believe the world looks like
now and will look like 10 to u) years in the future, then project
missions which they might consider required to further their political, ideological, sbaal, economic, and military objectives, then
derive systems for tbe accomplishment of these missions, including
weapon systems for military missions. This process provides a set
of reasonable criteria for CUI initial assignment of priorities. It does
not constitute a means of making final judgments 8s to the probability
that a threat will actually be developed.
A0 altemative means of identifying potential threats for deductive
purposes is to determine what the m
i
l
i
w posture and capabilities
of the United States will be in the period under consideration. One
may then propose that any Soviet system, defensive or offensive, capable of degrading our planned military capabilities would constitute a threat The assignment of priorities among the systems
so identiSed can now proceed on the basis of a priori probability or,
as above, according to how they appear to fit in with Soviet philosophy
or needs.
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Let us return for a more detailed discussion and cornparison of the
two proposed methods. In the inductive approach the starting point
was a large number of scientific and technological advances postulated to have arisen out of essentially undirected research. At least
it is assumed that the reasons for engaging m this research are irrelevant to my weapon system that might be based on the advances.
Addresing oneself to these advan- with ineenuity, inventiveness,
and n broad familiarity witb the state of the art, one attempts to
apply them through-various levels of 4ncreasing compledty to create
a new weapon system. Four such levels can be distinguished: creation of new devices or materials capable of performing either new
hctions or old ones sigdcantly better; the combination of these
devices or materials into components which perform more m p l e x
functions; the assembling of such components into subsystems, each
of which contributes some major independent activity to the overall
performance of the projected weapon system;Snally this system itself,
performing the mission Rssigned to it.
Since we are presupposing that the initial scientific and technological
advances were made without the motivation of specilic projected a p
plications, there is no certain way of deciding in which of the many
possible ways they might actually be applied to create new devices.
Clearly, even inventing the various possible devices on the basis of
a scientific advance which has not yet occurred is a very difficult
step. Further, each of these possible devices might be used in
many different combinations with other new or old devices to yield
components with advanced or considerably different capabilities than'
previously available. And these components, again, could be assembled in various ways into subsystems with different capabilities.
The cbaracteristics of the ultimate system can then vary enomousIy,
depending on the choices made all along this complex path.
There are various ways to try to thread this maze. One could
give each alternative an equal probability and use statistical procedures such as the "random walk" or 'Monte Carlo" methods which
hzve proved useful in similar problems. Or one could use something
like the PERT technique which has been successfuIly applied to
systems development and management.] These approacbes are being
'The Program Eduatioq and Review Technique, developed for the Polaris
miaiIe pmgram. performs a probabilistic analysis on unccrtaio input data and
time relatiopships and calculates the pmbabililiks for time or a x t factors in a
complete project.
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examined, but it appears that a major simplifkation of the problem
would result from an initial exercise of judgment in assigning proba-

bility weigbtings to the various alternatives at each level in the
hierarchy.
Despite these major diBculties with the inductive approach, it can
provide one with a view of totally new weapon syitems that might
arise from scimtiilc and technological advances made during the
aut sewend yeari-fhreats of which the present-day state of science
and t&iology is not an adequate base for prediction. The p d u c t
'of the inductive npproach would be a set of predictions of develop
mentd activities based on the probable uses of the postulated scienti6c advances. A number of different templates of such developmental activities would. be produced, and actual octivities subsequently
observed would be compared with these templates in order to determine which of the several possible paths through the systems de
velopment maze the USSR had chosen.
We have passed rather casually over the m a t t s of identifymg
the scientific and technological advances likely to occur in the next
few years. Certainly precise identification of tbe details of an advarice
would presuppose sufficient howledge to effect the advance immediately, something of a self-contradiction. It appears, however, .$at
the general nature of the advances in any Geld of science can probably be foreseen through the use of such criteria as the ament activity in the field, the need for a solution to particular problems,
the absence of any fundamental laws prohibiting an advance, and
the like. Consultation with scientists and engineers active in the
wuious Gelds probably constitutes the best method of identifying the
likely advances. Several groups concerned with technological forecasting have engaged in such consultations and manipulated the results
in various ways trying to achieve some degree of unanimity among the
expert consultants.
While this approach is the most promising one for the prediction
of scienti6c/technological advances, there is one major pitfall that must
be taken into account in using as one of the criteria for en area of
probable advance &e level of activity in that area. Since scientific
research is largely supported by government funds, decisions by government administrators determine to a large extent the level of research activity in any area; and the decisions of these administraton
are frequently weighted h e a d y toward areas considered important
to particular objectives rather than having intrinsic importance in
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the scientific field. The inductive approach is thus contaminated by
a priori decisions which must be analyzed deductively.

Problems of Dedtcction

In contrast to the inductive approach which works its way up horn
the simplest dements to the full complex system, the deductive app&quires the isstulation of the W-blown wehpon
and
then attempts to work down to-the individual advances in science
or technology ~eeiledto achieve it. Atthough it is in principle possible to start with a list of all conceivable weapon system^ and
analyze each of these into the required subassemblies and elementary
advances, this would require an enormous expenditure d manpower
and time. W e pointed out above how the list can be narrowed by
giving 6rst consideration to systems designed to perfom various
alternative missions contributing to the achievanent of Soviet goals.
Each of these systems can then be analyzed into pmogressively simpler
component levels until the elementary R&J3 requirements are idmtL6ed..
At each level in this procedural sequence the various alternatives
must be examined and ranked in terms of desirability, feasibility, cost,
etc In other words, a series of criteria for selection among the
alternatives must be established. One thus anives at a matrix of alternatives versus Ateria for each of the levels. The ovex-d procedure, commody and understandably referred to as a “decision tree,”
is fairIy widely used for developmental planning. In adapting it
for use in the intelligence field, however, there are a number of problans to be solved.
The first problem is that the intelligence user is not planning a
development pmgram for himself but attempting to determine what
the Soviets bave done. Hence it becomes neceSSary for him to think
at all times like a Soviet planner. This requires that the historical
and cuhral.backgrounds of the Soviet planners be incorporated into
the decision matrix; they wiU show up particularly in the criteria used
for evaluation.
A second problem is to determine the extent to which such a
logical and carefulIy worked out decision process is applicabIe to S p
v k t planning. The primary reason for using the procedure in planning is that when the number of factors entering into a dccision
becomes larger than 25 to 50 it is almost impossible for one individual
to make a knowledgeable decision. Since a major weapon system
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contains some millions of such factors, knowledgeable decisions about
it are impossible unless assistance of some sort is provided. The d e
cision tree provides this assistance by breaking down tbe complex
probIem into a number of decisions each small enough to be made
Gowledgeably, keeping account of all such decisfons, factoriag in
thcjr relative weight, and summing them all up. It is clear, however,
ckat many major decisions are not made in this country in this way,
a d we have no real evidence &at the Soviets make their major
decisions in such a manner. If they do not, then we must be prepared for tbe decisions to show characteristics of illogic by the standards of the decision tree process. This is a problem not fully encomp e d by the phrase, Thinking like a Soviet”
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Pattern Recognition
Assuming for tbe moment that these problems can be solved, our
analysis will have provided us with a list of R&D areas that need to
be emphasized in order to achieve a given weapon system. It will
8kO have told us the intensity of effort required in each area &ative to other areas, so that we have a sort of spectrum or template
of needed R&D that will vary with time. This is the indicator which
the analyst will then seek to identdy in the aI1-source information
available on current Soviet activities. The template might consist of
a single unique area of R&D which would be a dead giveaway;
alternatively it might be the over-alI shape of the spectrum and its
timedependence.
As long as only one weapon system is being considered, it might
not be especially di5cult to identdy the corresponding R&D pattern
in the available information. If two or more systems are concurrently under development, each will have generated requirements for
R&D and tbe s p e c h will then be superimposed. If these spectra
were totally independent of one another their identification. though
considerably more difficult than that of a single system, would still
be amenable to fairly straightfoward procedures, especidy since
the time element provides a useful filter. A complication is introduced, however, by tbe “commonality” factor: if systems x and y both
require R&D in a certain area, it is reasonable to assume that the
total effort applied will be less than the sum of the two requirements,
allowing for a measure of efficiency in the combination. It therefore
becomes necessary to estimate the extent to which the R&D require-
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mmts for any system are modified by the aL:velopmmt of other
systems with similar needs.
Having predicted through this process the pattern of R&D needed
for the ,several high-priority weapon systems which it is estimated the
Soviets might logically wish to develop, the mdyst will look at the
information on their current activities and compare it with his predictiorqs. This p'ocess, analogous to what is usually called 'pattern
reoognitioq" re4ui*es that &e available information first be corrected
for various disturbances. First there is the background "noise" of
RS9 that would be in process regardless of the needs of my parti&
system, the work being done for pure scientific or technological purposes. Second, there may be deliberate dirtortion, as by sup
pression &rough classification, although it is hoped that the early
research phases will not d e r signj.6cantly from suppression.
The comparison of predicted pattern with actuality then proceeds
and yields an estimate with %e following kind of wording:
There is n 9 percent probability that the Swiets have made the dedsion
to develop weapon system I which will have sucb and such characteristics
and capability and m d d be completed by tbe y w blank.

Note that this estimate addresses only the decision to develop and
does not attempt to wrestle with the decision to deploy or utilize.
Just as the inductive approach could not be totally stripped of
deductive elements, so is the converse true. In working our way
down a decision tree from the highest levels of national goals and
poIicy through missions, weapon systems, etc., to the required R&D,
we have thus far ignored any effect that research carried out for one
system may have on another, unrelated system. Yet it is clear that
scientific advances, no matter how generated or for what purpose,
may signrficantly affect any system. In other words, any scientific
advance acquires a life and influence of its own and can make possible new md different systems and capabilities which can be identi6ed only by the application of inductive logic. At all times, then,
these two methodologies must be carefully examined for their interrelationships and the effecteach can have on the other.
A question frequently asked with respect to prediction is Wow
about the breakthrough?" The question points to a vulnerability in
all prediction but involves an inherent contradiction. If a breakthrough is a major scienntiiic achievement leading to totally new concepts wlrich could not have been anticipated, it is unpredictable by
definition and so cannot be factored into OUT projections in advance.
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AI1 one can hope to do is maintain a high state of awareness of activities in all scientific fields so that immediately upon the occurrence
of such a breakthrough, or rather its recognition, steps can be taken
to evaluate and factor in its influence upon our entire threat analysis,
using the approaches which have been dwxibed above.
Stuius in Practice

Over the past decade and more, various attempts have been made
to provide credible estimates of long-mge &e+,
but without any
consistent success. Within the past year a formal long-term attack
on the problem has been mounted in CIA'S sden&c intelligence organization. Believing that a major impedrment in the past has been
the failure to develop a sound methodology before trying to come
up with a quick answer, we have concentrated our principal &oris
thus far on method. The foregoing discussion reviewing the kinds
of approach that have been considered describes in particular, with
some generality, the deductive technique, the one that has been
selected for initial application. In spite of its acknowledged diEiculties and limitations, this method is believed to offer the greatest promise
of any thus far found. It is hoped that the dif6culties can be overcome although it is not yet certain just how.
Duriog the methodological study support has been sought and
obtained from within the intelligence community and from external
sources. As time goes on and the methodology is refined to a point
where there is some confidence in its validity, the next step will be
to begin to apply it and produce specific projections. For this it will
be necessary to draw on the combined scientific and engineering
knowledge of the government and the industrial and academic worlds.
Large numbers of people will have to be consulted and vast amounB
of information and open literature screened and evaluated. Suitable
formats, computer programs, and data-handling capabilities will have
to be developed. Steps in these directions are already being taken.
It is hoped that such a program may one day provide U.S. planners
with credible predictions on the basis of which they can make maximum use of intelligence community 6nndings to reach the decisions
necessary for the security of the nation.
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